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TIGHT BASKETS
Machines made between serial numbers NSD?????? and NHD?????? may be
found to have baskets that are tight to pull out.  It has been found, especially on
the top basket, that the axle mounts have not been bent correctly and therefore
cause the roller and axle to sit on an angle in the track.  This causes the roller to
bind.  Straightening the wire wheel mount so that it sits square to the rail will
rectify this.  Also check that the tub rollers through which the track moves are
parallel with each other and are at right angles to the side wall.

BROKEN FOOT AND FOOT HOUSINGS
Just a reminder to please return all broken feet and foot housings for us to
analyse, as we are having a number of these components being broken in
transit.  This will allow us to determine the cause of the problem as soon as
possible.

MYSTERY F1 FAULTS
We have been seeing, through warranty claims, an increasing number of F1
faults where no cause can be found.  The service technicians are finding water
in the base of the machine but cannot find the leak.  In our experience we have
found leaking basket rollers, loose fill vent nut, or loose door gasket screws
usually cause these problems.  To check for this type of fault, it is necessary to
remove the wrapper.  If the machine has been leaking from these points, one of
the tell-tail signs will be a white detergent residue stain.  Please check for these
faults as it saves an annoying reservice.

DISHDRAWER

TECHNICAL BULLETIN MISPRINT (DW007)
The above bulletin had a part number misprint concerning Lid, part number
525826.  This should read part number 525876.  Please change this in your
technical bulletin DW007.
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DRAWER FRONT PANELS
From April 1999 we will be altering the base of the DishDrawer front drawer
panels.  The base will be of plastic instead of the present pressed steel.  When
fitting a replacement panel in exchange for an early pressed steel type, it will be
necessary to trim 60mm from the bottom of the drawer front sound insulation to
allow it to fit into the new panel.

TUB GRAPHICS
We now have a field fix for the tub graphics coming off the tub.  We can now
supply a handle that has the tub graphic printed on top right hand side.  When
fitted, the graphics line up with the light pipes.  It is no longer necessary to
replace the tub.

Below are the part numbers for the field fix handles.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION
526218 Kit Handle White Tub Graphics
526219 Kit Handle Stainless Steel Tub Graphics
526220 Kit Handle Black Tub Graphics

AIR PUMP FAILURES
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Field returns from New Zealand and Australia show that the air pump can
overheat and melt. This failure mode may show F7 (motor controller) error code,
or possibly F1 (flood).

Cause:
The origin of this failure is with the controller, not the air pump itself.  The air
pump coil is normally supplied with a chopped waveform, and if this faults to full
voltage then the coil overheats and melts the relatively thin walled pump parts.

The reason for the controller failing is believed to be due to a voltage surge on
the electrical supply, e.g. by lightning.  However, the details are still uncertain.
In some cases the controller can recover after it has failed.

To clarify the picture, it would be helpful if field staff could provide certain
additional data on the warranty form, particularly:

• Error code displayed?  (F1/F7/other).
• Was the machine washing or in standby when the error code came up?
• Was there a power surge or lightning storm within 12 hours before the

failure?
• Number of wash cycles performed (cycle count).

Solution:
• Replace air pump.
• Replace controller, even if no F7 shown.
• Check coil of Exhaust valve as well.  It must not be distorted.
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